The Tempranillo is a fresh and lively fruit
expression. The nose is rich in aromas and
pronounced in intensity. Struck by the ripe red
fruit, later we get the wood nuances with gently
sweet notes of vanilla to finish with other sweet
spices. On the palate, it is perfumed, soft and fresh
with a long finish that leaves memories of red fruit,
vanilla and cocoa.

The Red Blend is the celebration of three
winemakers coming together to craft an expressive
blend of smooth, silky, dark red fruit. The wine
exudes hints of blackberry, cherry, plum, and fresh
spice. Round in the mouth, yet fresh and
appetizing. Bold but vibrant, with a beautiful color
and elegant intensity.

Ruby red color with gold trim. Bright and deep.
Complex aromas. Great balance between fruit
(cherries, black plums, ripe blackberries) and
clear tones from wood (clove, pepper, vanilla and
coconut). The sense of smell is even more
intensified with the aromas that develop during
aging in the bottle. Smooth and balanced on the
palate with a long and flavorful finish.

Rewarding and refreshing, the lively Cava Brut
Rose starts out with beautiful deep pink/light red
color before satisfying nicely on the palate with
bright red fruit flavors. Pleasant and powerful on
the nose with a strong presence of ripe red
berries which has a rounded, pleasant feel in the
mouth.

Floods of fruit on the nose, strawberry,
raspberry, cherry and blackberry, enhanced
with floral notes of violet and lilac. Subtle
notes of sweet spices and toast enhance and
wrap the fruit. Soft, silky and fresh mouth feel
that is intensely fruit. Lasting fruit and
freshness finish.

Aromas of blackberries, blueberries, and
plums, smoky, toasted wood nuances, with
spices and hints of minerals and tobacco. On
the palate is smooth with soft and velvety
tannins. Elegant and complex aftertaste with
hints of coffee, chocolate, tobacco and dark
fruit.

